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ch. 12 & 14 stochio & gas test 60 points honors chemistry 

In problems involving any calculation, show your work in an organized manner, include (i) any relevant equation (or 
formula), (ii) conversion factor(s), (iii) put the proper units in your calculations and answer, and (iv) have the proper 

number of significant figures in your answer. 

I. Solve: fill-in the below blank. [ 10 points] 
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2. In the combustion reaction: I 0.0 g C1H6 + 20.0 g 02 ~ C01 + l-120, how many grams of carbon dioxide would 

be produced if the% yield = __ ? [20 points] 
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3. A 35 m L syringe at 18 °C has a pressure of 95 kPa. What is the pressure in the syringe if it's volume is decreased to 
25 mL and it's temperature is decreased to 4.0 °C? [10 points] 
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4. A 125 mL flask with a hypothetical(?) volatile chemical has a pressure of785 torr at 95 °C. The.gas is (completely) 
condensed and has a mass of 325 mg; what is the molar mass of the chemical? [10 points] 
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A 275 mL flask at 37 °C has 3.0 g hydrogen gas, 8.0 g oxygen gas, and 7.0 g of nitrogen gas. 
gases react with each other. Wl}(lt.is""""2.J10 points] 
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b. , Patiial pressure of oxygen 
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Assume none of the 


